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Abstract. Consent is an important legal basis for the processing of
personal data under the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
which is the current European data protection law. GPDR provides constraints and obligations on the validity of consent, and provides data subjects with the right to withdraw their consent at any time. Determining
and demonstrating compliance to these obligations require information
on how the consent was obtained, used, and changed over time. Existing
work demonstrates feasibility of semantic web technologies in modelling
information and determining compliance for GDPR. Although these address consent, they currently do not model all the information associated
with it. In this paper, we address this by first presenting our analysis of information associated with consent under the GDPR. We then
present GConsent, an OWL2-DL ontology for representation of consent
and its associated information such as provenance. The paper presents
the methodology used in the creation and validation of the ontology as
well as an example use-case demonstrating its applicability. The ontology
and this paper can be accessed online at https://w3id.org/GConsent.
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Introduction

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [19] is the current European
data protection law, which affects any service or organisation that uses personal
data, and uses large fines to deter non-compliance. Consent is one of the legal
basis for processing of personal data under the GDPR (Rec.40, Art.6)1 , and
is considered valid only when it is freely given, specific, informed, and unambiguous (Rec.32, Art.2-11); and in the case of minors should be given by their
legal guardian (Art.8). GDPR also provides rights regarding changing and withdrawing consent at any time (Art.7-3). To demonstrate compliance with these
conditions and obligations of the GDPR, Data Controllers, which are the organisations responsible for deciding how personal data is collected and processed
1

This is a form of legal notation to denote Recitals (Rec) or Articles (Art) in legal
text. These are hyperlinked to where they occur in GDPR using GDPRtEXT [14]
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and therefore the ones responsible for obtaining consent when needed, should
maintain a demonstrable proof of the given consent [20] by collecting and storing information on how consent was collected, used, and any changes made to it
[11] over time.
The information regarding consent and compliance needs to be maintained
and shared by multiple parties - data subject, controller, processor, and authorities - which requires its representation to be interoperable between them.
Additionally, querying of information is required to comply with requests by data
subjects and authorities. Semantic Web technologies are ideal for representing
this information because of the flexibility provided for expressing concepts and
relationships in an open, interoperable and queryable manner based on standards. Existing work [1,5,8,13,15,16,14] has demonstrated the feasibility of using
semantic web technologies for representing and querying metadata for assisting
with the GDPR compliance process.
The focus of existing work in terms of consent is mostly on the ‘given’ aspect
of consent i.e. consent provided by the data subject. There is a lack of work
regarding representing other aspects, or states, of consent such as ‘not given’
or ‘refused’ or ‘withdrawn’ which cannot be modelled in the same manner as
‘given consent’. There is also a lack of modelling representations for events such
as delegation or associations with third parties regarding consent which have an
effect on its validity regarding compliance.
In this paper, we present our analysis of information associated with consent
under the GDPR. We present this through a methodology that creates possible use-cases and scenarios to determine information required for representing
consent with a view towards GDPR compliance. We then present the resulting
modelling of an ontology in the form of GConsent - an OWL2-DL ontology for
representing information associated with consent. The ontology, along with its
documentation, is available online at https://w3id.org/GConsent under the
CC-by-4.0 license.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents an overview
of the related work regarding representation of consent using semantic web,
Section 3 presents the methodology used to create GConsent, Section 4 presents
an overview of the GConsent ontology with an example use-case and discusses
limitations, with Section 5 concluding the paper by discussing potential future
work.

2

Related Work

This section provides an overview of the existing related work in the context of
representing information pertaining to consent using semantic web ontologies.
Other relevant work can be found through the W3C Community Group for Data
Protection Vocabularies and Controls (DPVCG).
A precursor to GConsent was the consent ontology part of the Consent and
Data Management Model (CDMM) [5], created before requirements were documented regarding consent and GDPR. GConsent reuses modelling choices such
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as consent attributes for medium, location, and delegation, and improves upon
the overall ontology by adding additional concepts such as consent status and
states, processing, and additional relationships for context, provision of consent,
and relationship between instances of consent. GConsent is also linked to the
GDPR and is based on guidance and clarifications provided by authorities and
legal-domain organisations regarding consent.
The SPECIAL Usage Policy Language (SPL) [8] defines an usage policy as a
set consisting of five items - personal data, purpose, processing, storage, and recipients - which represents authorisation provided by the consent. SPL combines
several such (basic) policies into a general usage policy, which is used to enforce
and verify compliance by ensuring the requirements of executed processes are
within the subset of those permitted by the (consent) usage policy. The core
attributes describing consent are similar between GConsent and the SPL, which
provides some form of compatibility. SPL provides rigid modelling of storage and
data recipient while GConsent leaves it open to the adopter. There are also differences in how provenance is modelled, with SPL focusing on maintaining a log
of events for the controller, while GConsent is focused on capturing information
about all entities and activities as provenance.
Consent Receipt [10] by the Kantara Initiative provides a way to represent
the consent granted by the data subject to a controller using JSON. It provides
a specification which controllers can implement to provide a receipt of the given
consent to the data subject. There is a large semantic overlap between the information modelled by Consent Receipt and GConsent, such as the modelling of
data subject, personal data, and purposes. It is currently not compatible with
GConsent due to the differences in terminology as the Consent Receipt was created well before the GDPR. For example, Consent Receipt uses the term ”PII”
(personally identifiable information) whereas GDPR uses ”personal data”. A key
difference is that the Consent Receipt is a record of consent between two parties
that is provided to the data subject, whereas GConsent is used to specify the
role of various parties and activities in the context of consent. Both feature information that can be useful towards documenting compliance. By aligning the
concepts between the two, GConsent can be used to create an updated semantic
GDPR-version of the Consent Receipt, which is part of the planned future work.

3
3.1

Ontology Creation
Methodology

The foremost methodology we used in the creation of GConsent was the seminal
guide “Ontology Development 101” by Noy and McGuiness [12], which included
using Protégé in maintaining the correctness (e.g. unwanted inferences) of the
ontology using the HermiT reasoner. The creation of the ontology followed an
iterative model. Each iteration of the ontology was tested for suitability and
expressiveness by modelling the collected use-cases and scenarios, then evaluating using competency questions. The methodology can be summarised with the
following steps:
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1. Gather information about consent from GDPR, articles, academic papers,
communications from various supervisory bodies and regulatory authorities
2. Create use-cases and competency questions based on collected information
3. Create ontology to express information about use-cases
4. Evaluate suitability to express information using competency questions
3.2

Information Collection & Analysis

This section describes the information collection process and its analysis used to
model the information associated with consent. The primary source of information were the articles and recitals pertaining to consent within the GDPR [19].
Additionally, Article 29 Working Party, which was the official advisory body
providing expert opinions regarding data protection, has provided guidelines on
consent [17] that assisted in the interpretation of the GDPR. Apart from these,
various guidelines and reports published by the Data Protection Offices and legal
firms, Handbook on European Data Protection Law, and relevant court laws2
were also used to understand and formulate technical requirements regarding
consent.
For the scope of our work, we only considered consent as defined within Art.411 of the GDPR. Other special cases of consent (Art.9) such scientific research
(Rec.33) and children’s personal data (Art.8, Rec.38) were not included due
to additional requirements and complexity, as well as lack of legal guidance on
their compliance requirements. The use of consent as a legal basis (Art.6,Rec.40)
includes conditions for consent to be considered valid (Art.7, Rec.42, Rec.43).
The burden of proof and requirements for consent is specified to be on the Data
Controller (Rec.42), which requires demonstrable proof that the data subject
provided the consent and that it was valid as per the obligations specified in the
GDPR.
For consent to be informed, it is necessary to provide certain information to
the data subject, such as the specific purposes the personal data will be used for.
GDPR also provides data subjects with the right to modify or withdraw consent
(Art.7-3). In cases where the consent is withdrawn, processing done prior to the
withdrawal is considered valid under the valid consent applicable at that time.
This information along with other guidelines provided by the collected resources
was used to iterate on a model of consent that could represent the required
information.
The information regarding consent can be summarised as follow. Consent
has associated attributes regarding the data subject the consent is about, their
personal data, the purposes and processing operations associated with personal
data, and who the consent is provided to. This is similar to the existing model
used by SPL for given consent [8].
In addition to these, there are additional attributes such as - entity that provided consent, status, context (location, medium, instant of creation), and expiry
2

The recent decision by CNIL (Décision n◦ MED-2018-042 du 30 octobre 2018) regarding validity of consent was particularly influential.
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that are useful in determining whether the specific instance of consent satisfies
the obligations of the GDPR. It is also necessary to include the provenance of
consent to determine its validity, particularly for qualitative requirements which
cannot be machine-evaluated. The provenance aspect shows some overlap with
GDPRov [15] which models provenance of consent based on GDPR. This is resolved by clarifying the scope of GConsent to be limited to modelling consent as
an entity, and using GDPRov along with PROV-O [9] to define the provenance.
3.3

Use-cases & Scenarios

This section describes the use-cases and scenarios that were used in the creation
of GConsent. The use-cases reflect the requirements gathered from the legal
documents as well as various real-world scenarios. They were used to identify
the information required regarding consent, and how it should be modelled in the
form of an ontology. They were also useful to test the expression of consent using
GConsent in different contexts. The complete list of use-cases and scenarios can
be found in the documentation.
The use-cases are categorised based on the specific information they relate
to. There are a total of 15 categories for use-cases based on the provenance of
consent, involved persons and organisations, use of delegation, and third-parties.
An example use-case for obtaining consent contains scenarios where consent is
given via different mediums such as a web-form or a signed document, as well as
when it is given implicitly or via delegation. Similarly, use-cases focusing on the
agent that provided consent contain scenarios involving a legal representative
of the data subject such as parent or guardian for a minor. Use-cases about
the provenance identify the agents and activities involved. Similarly, there are
use-cases regarding expiry, medium, modification, and revocation of consent.
3.4

Evaluation

The ontology was evaluated regarding its capability to express information about
consent using a set of competency questions. The competency questions, listed
in Table 1. were based on the collected use-cases and scenarios, and reflect the
queries that can arise regarding compliance of consent under the GDPR. The
questions were used as SPARQL queries over the information modelled using
GConsent.
The validation of GConsent was done by exploring the suitability of using
the ontology to define the information required by each competency question.
This was an iterative process where the ontology was tested and modified to accommodate the requirements of the competency questions. Changes were made
to the ontology where information was found to be missing or incorrectly modelled. The complete list of these questions along with the specific classes and
properties involved in answering them can be found in the documentation. The
use of competency questions as compliance queries was based on prior work that
demonstrated the use of SPARQL in evaluating GDPR compliance [16].
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The questions are grouped into four broad categories based on their context.
The first category of questions relates to consent itself, and inquires about things
such as personal data or purpose associated with consent. The second category
of questions relates to the activity responsible for creation or invalidation of
consent. It inquires whether consent was given by delegation, the role played by
the person in delegation, and the activity responsible for delegation. The third
category of questions inquire about the context of consent, such as location,
medium, expiry, or timestamp of instantiation. The fourth and final category of
questions inquire about involvement and role of third parties in any purpose or
processing.

Table 1. Competency Questions used to evaluate and validate the ontology
ID

Question

Questions about consent
C1 Who is the consent about?
C2 What type of Personal Data are associated with the Consent?
C3 What type of Purposes are associated with the Consent?
C4 What type of Processing are associated with the Consent?
C5 What is the Status of Consent?
C6 Is the current status valid for processing?
C7 Who is the consent given to?
Questions about how the consent was created/given/changed/invalidated
P1 Who created/gave/acquired/invalidated the consent?
P2 If consent was created/given/acquired/invalidated through Delegation,
who acted as the Delegate?
P3 If consent was created/gave/acquired/invalidated through Delegation,
what was the role played by Delegate?
P4 If consent was created/gave/acquired/invalidated through Delegation,
how was the delegation executed?
Questions about the context of how consent was created/given/invalidated
T1 What is the location of associated with consent?
T2 What is the medium associated with consent?
T3 What is the timestamp associated with the consent?
T4 What is the expiry of the consent?
T5 How was the consent acquired/changed/created/invalidated?
T6 What
artefacts
were
shown
when
consent
was
acquired/changed/created/invalidated?
Questions related to Third Party associated with the consent
D1 Is the purpose or processing associated with a third party?
D2 What is the role played by the third party in the purpose or processing?
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GConsent Ontology

Based on the methodology described in Section 3, we identified requirements in
terms of information required to model the use-cases and scenarios identified in
Section 4. These were then used to develop GConsent - an OWL2-DL ontology
to express information associated with consent for GDPR. We chose OWL2-DL
for its expressibility of relationship and constraints while maintaining reasoning capabilities. GConsent aims to model the context, state, and provenance of
consent. Its scope is limited to consent as defined in the GDPR, and is meant
to assist in the modelling of information associated with compliance but not
determining the compliance itself. GConsent does not model consent as a policy or contract, and therefore is not useful for expressing information such as
conditions or clauses that affect consent.
GConsent reuses existing vocabularies such as PROV-O [9] and its GDPRspecific extension GDPRov [15] to model provenance and Time Ontology in
OWL [3] for temporal values. It has a preferred namespace of gc as used in this
paper. Terms within GConsent are linked to their respective definitions in the
GDPR using GDPRtEXT [14].
GConsent follows best practices and guidelines advocated by the community for self-documenting ontologies [2,6,7,18] and uses a persistent identifier
(w3id) for its IRIs. The ontology and its documentation are available online
at https://w3id.org/GConsent under the CC-by-4.0 license. The online documentation presents a comprehensive overview of the ontology along with describing the methodology used in its creation, including an analysis of the GDPR.
The documentation also presents examples of how the ontology can be used using use-cases and scenarios, with one presented in Section 4.2. All figures follow
the Graffoo specification [4] and were created using yEd tool.
4.1

Ontology Overview

The core concepts within GConsent, as presented in Fig. 1 are Consent, Data
Subject, Personal Data, Purpose, Processing, and Status. These form the essential information that constitute consent as a legal basis under the GDPR. This
is similar to other approaches [8] in the state of the art. The status of consent
refers to its state or suitability with respect to use as a valid legal basis under
the GDPR.
To facilitate its usage, GConsent distinguishes between valid and invalid
states for consent, and provides instances to define states such as implicitly
or explicitly given, given via delegation, withdrawn, not given, refused, expired,
invalidated, and unknown. The property invalidates defines the relation between
two iterations of consent - such as when a data subject withdraws given consent
where only the latest iteration is considered valid.
Context of consent refers to the information associated with how the consent
was created, or obtained, or ‘given’. GConsent provides classes and properties,
as depicted in Fig. 2, to represent location (using prov:Location), medium, and
instance of creation (using time:Instant). Expiry of consent is defined as the
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Fig. 1: Overview of the GConsent core ontology

duration or instant after which the consent is no longer considered valid. It is
modelled using time:TemporalEntity which makes it possible to define it either as
a duration (e.g. 6 months) or as an instant in time. To represent the entity that
provided consent, GConsent provides the isProvidedBy property, whose range is
defined as the union of prov:Person, Data Subject, and Delegation, since it is not
necessary that the person that provided consent (by delegation) must be a data
subject as well. To define other aspects of context, GConsent defines generic
properties hasContext and its inverse isContextForConset that act as the parent
properties for all context relationships.
4.2

Example Use-Case

The example use-case described in Fig. 3 shows implied consent3 in an emergency
ward where a nurse provides consent on behalf of the patient. The status of
3

Although the legal basis for obtaining this data under the GDPR could be interpreted as legitimate interest or benefit of data subject, it highlights the recording of
information associated with such consent. The example also highlights the potential
applicability of GConsent to scenarios other than GDPR such medical consent where
additional laws and guidelines apply regarding consent.
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Fig. 2: Concepts representing context of consent
consent in this case is set as implicitly given4 even though consent was provided
by a delegation where the nurse is the agent that provided consent. The example
also shows use of PROV-O and GDPRov vocabularies in capturing provenance
aspects of given consent such as the activity that generated consent and entities
such as patient records used by it.
When giving consent, sometimes it is required to refer to an abstraction such
as a category rather than a specific instance for personal data, processing, or purpose. In the above example, consent is linked using property gc:forPersonalData
to the broader category of ‘Health Data’ rather than some specific instance such
as blood group. Such use of punning5 allows using a class rather as an instance
with a property. As this makes gc:PersonalData a meta-class for ex:HealthData,
further specialisation can be done by defining it as a subclass of an arbitrary class
such as ex:PersonalDataCategory. Creating examples and guidelines regarding
the semantics of such modelling to accurately reflect the use of such abstractions
in the real-world6 are part of the future work.
4.3

Limitations

GConsent as an ontology has some limitations due to the novelty of consent
under the GDPR and the challenges in creating a common ontology for all possible use-cases. In particular, GConsent does not provide a fixed vocabulary for
representing temporal and location associated with processing operations such
as data sharing or storage. This is due to the perceived ambiguity over whether
4

5

6

The nurse is the agent that assumes and collects the given consent of the patient,
making it an implicit consent given by delegation.
Punning allows reuse of types. See https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-new-features/
#F12:_Punning.
Example: privacy policies which mention consent for data categories such as ”Account Information” rather than specific instances.
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Fig. 3: Example use-case showing delegation of consent and use of punning
such attributes only apply to a particular (sub-)set of personal data or processing, or to the consent as a whole. Additionally, the validity of conditions such
as ”as long as required” for data storage makes modelling these values difficult.
This is expected to be clarified with time as authorities and court cases provide
declarative information on their validity. Until then, one can use Time ontology
in OWL [3] to model timestamps and durations. Using this pattern in GConsent
itself can break future versions where non-specific time values, such as those
above, are found to be valid in relation to consent. Similarly, the granularity of
location is an issue for modelling as it can refer to exact location (GPS), a city,
country or a region such as the EU. Additionally, there can be multiple locations
that store the same data, and be under different jurisdictions. Therefore, we plan
to provide separate design patterns for time and location in the documentation,
and use them to extend the ontology in future.
GConsent does not provide any information or modelling of compliance regarding the various obligations of the GDPR. For example, it does not require
the specification of legal justification (also termed as legal basis) with the purpose or processing. Planned future work is the creation of a property to specify
the legal justification for processing of personal data using GDPRtEXT [14] to
indicate the possible legal basis.

5

Conclusion & Future Work

This paper presented GConsent, an OWL2-DL ontology for representing information associated with consent for the GDPR. The paper described the methodology used to create the ontology, which used an analysis of compliance require-
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ments gathered from official publications and related resources. This was used to
iteratively develop the ontology using a set of use-cases and scenarios which were
validated using competency questions. The resulting ontology has applications
in modelling information essential in the determination of compliance regarding
consent for the GDPR.
GConsent uses PROV-O and its GDPR-specific extension GDPRov to model
provenance of consent, and GDPRtEXT to link concepts to the relevant text
within the GDPR. Its documentation followed best practices advocated by the
community regarding self-documenting ontologies, and contains examples for its
use and adoption. The ontology, its documentation, and this paper is available
at https://w3id.org/GConsent under CC-by-4.0 license.
Compared to the state of the art, GConsent provides additional states for
indicating the use of consent other than ‘given consent’. It provides the distinction between valid and invalid states for use as the legal basis for processing
of personal data. GConsent also demonstrates the modelling of provenance for
activities and agents (such as third parties) and their role in the consent. This is
useful to model aspects of provenance such as delegation and agents associated
with consent.
Future Work
GConsent provides a generic way to model consent under the GDPR. While the
aim of the ontology is to encompass as many use-cases and scenarios as possible,
there needs to be a clear and demonstrable application of the work in specific
use-cases to drive adoption in the wider community. We plan to develop design
patterns that demonstrate the modelling information related to consent and its
associated compliance in a variety of contexts. GConsent will play a vital role
in such approaches for evaluating compliance based on using consent as a legal
basis for processing of data.
One specific example we are working towards takes an existing RDBMS that
stores (given) consent information and uses R2RML to produce mappings for
generating RDF metadata using GConsent. The resulting data can then be explored and evaluated for compliance using SPARQL queries. The work also aims
to address the practice of storing partial information regarding the given consent and combining this information with a common model of the system using
GDPRov to generate documentation of consent using GConsent. The approach
is expected to demonstrate the feasibility of using a common model versus storing all the information for each instance of consent. This would also facilitate
using data validation of information regarding consent.
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